What sort of football fan are you - fanatical, fair or a flop?
Think you know? Check first in this fun football quiz!

1) A red card is
a) given when you have not played well.
b) shown when you will be sent off the pitch for being a dirty player.
c) what you get from a craft shop.

2) A penalty shoot out is
a) When teams keep playing until there is a winner.
b) When the scores are a draw and you need a winner, so players keep shooting at the net. First to score the most is the winner.
c) sounds a bit odd – is it to do with a gun going off?

3) The penalty spot is
a) a circle on the pitch that you stand on for a penalty kick.
b) the spot the ball is put on for a penalty kick.
c) what you get on the end of your nose in your teens.

4) If you hit the post, you
a) whirl and twirl in circles and then crash into the goal post.
b) try to score but the ball hits the goal post first.
c) do a very nasty thing to that girl who delivers letters.